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Sessions usually average 2 hours and may include hypnotherapy, as Elivia uses a meditative practice that 
allows the access of a ''Higher Self,'' angels and ''Spirit Guides.''  

''Here you can know the reason behind the issues that you would like to shed light on, heal and release as 
you come away with a personalized action plan for change and wisdom about your problems,'' said Elivia.  

Although there are many varied modalities that Elivia utilizes, the recurring theme is always Spirit based. 
Utilizing a highly creative approach in her explorations and interactions, she is able to work with individuals 
and large groups. With joy, wit and wisdom, Elivia inspires others to become more loving and accepting of 
themselves. She encourages all to fearlessly embrace the journey and grow at their own pace.  

Elivia Melodey is a woman of many gifts: musician, speaker, vibrational healer, teacher, spiritual councilor. 
She is an MFA artist, trained in Holland who taught printmaking only to become a healer as a Jin Shin 
Jyutsu practitioner. She has touched lives as a Past-Life Regression therapist and was ordained as a 
Metaphysical Minister  

in 1995. Presently she leads workshops in spiritual development and vibrational healing in Carlsbad. She is 
a Reiki Master and Spiritual healer.  

When asked how she would describe herself she replied: ''You could call me a born-again Spiritus with my 
head in the clouds and feet firmly planted on the ground. I am a joyful servant to Spirit, dedicated to holding 
the light for those who desire conscious inner growth and healing.''  

Experience this talented and creative woman publicly at one of her lectures, seminars, meditations or 
healing services. She is also available privately for consultations or sacred services. You can visit her 
website or phone 888/ 712-3833 for an appointment.  

 
 


